What is WAVE?
WAVE is a comprehensive, integrated software solution.

What are WAVE's key features?
WAVE's key features include:
- Comprehensive, integrated software solution
- Supports multiple languages
- USER INTERFACE: Microsoft Windows (English, Spanish, Chinese)
- Hardware Requirements:
  - Windows 10
  - Windows 7 Ultimate/ Professional/ Enterprise/ Home Premium/ Home Basic
  - Windows Vista
  - Windows Server 2008
  - Windows XP Service Pack 3
- Software Requirements:
  - SQL Server Compact Edition 3.5 or higher
  - Windows Installer 3.1 or higher
  - COM+ Stack (above SP5)
- FLEXIBILITY: supports multiple languages and technology

What are the WAVE Ion Exchange (IX) advanced features?
WAVE's Ion Exchange (IX) advanced features include:
- Ability to model 13 IX processes including softening, dealkalinization, demineralization, and filtration
- RO/IX polishing, condensate polishing, and nitrate removal
- Discriminates between drinking vs. non drinking products
- Membrane integrity testing capabilities
- Improved internally staged design (ISD) capability – each element in a pressure vessel can now be uniquely defined

What are WAVE's key features?
WAVE's key features include:
- Improved internally staged design (ISD) capability – each element in a pressure vessel can now be uniquely defined
- New system level hydraulic flow calculator
- Improved water equilibrium calculations and interface
- Additional support, including overview and operation through the 'Ask the Expert' feature on the Customer Portal.